Sage on Azure
Run existing on-premises Sage accounting and ERP
application from Microsoft Cloud for anytime, anywhere,
secure access, without the hassle of managing server &
related hardware.

If you are running Sage from on-premises, moving it to the Cloud
helps you extend its benefits without having to reinvest in new
accounting application cost, training or migration.

Key Benefits
Run less instance of Sage for
entire organisation. Access

Cloud hosting for core business applications like Sage accounting or ERP

centrally from anywhere.

presents unparalleled advantages including, workforce mobility and IT cost

No need to have multiple branch /

reduction. The Cloud Factory using its legacy application migration

country / outlets instances of Sage.

framework helps you modernize & extend your existing investment on

Get real-time access to data and

Sage application to enhance usability while gaining from cutting-edge

reduce manual consolidation efforts.

technologies such as Azure

services to

support your

business

transformation.

High Availability & Security
No server to maintain or upgrade.
No manual backups. No data loss.

How it works?

Always on, always available. Secure.

Typical engagement starts with The Cloud Factory ‘Sage on Azure’
consulting and deployment services, which includes:
 Understanding your current Sage setup
 Creation of a high level architectural design, roadmap & costing for
moving Sage on-premises to Azure Cloud
 Understanding your needs for automated reports and dashboards
from Sage using Microsoft Power BI*
 Executing a Proof of Concept (PoC) to validate technical feasibility and
user experience from Sage on Azure

from Sage
By integrating pre-built reports &
dashboards using Microsoft Power
BI*, get insights on your Sage data
and make Sage work better for your
business decision making.
*Optional add-on module

Get in touch with us at hello@tcf.cloud
to start the discussion.
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